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SCHOOL OF CIVIL ENGINEERING, CORNELL UNIVERSXXY
TESTS ON LIGHT BEAMS OF COLD FORMED STEEL
FOR THE AMERICAN' IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE
Thirty-fifth Progress Report
March 1944
IA SCOPE OF THIS RE~ORT-
This report contains the complete evaluation
of test results of the I-beam tests reported on in the
33rd and 3lf.th Beam Reports. In considering the results
of this evaluation, two factors sho~ld be kept in mind
which adversely affect the accuracy of results: (l)
These beams were designed primarily to serve as control
specimens for future channel tests. Their usefulness
in verifying the equivalent width approach is somewhat
impaired by the fact that the compr~ssion flanges re-
present only a rather small part of the total cross-
sectional area. T~us) a moderate change of equivalent
width of the top flange will affect the properties of
the entire cross-section (moment of inertia, section
.modulus, position of neutral axis) only to a very small
degree, Since it is these properties which govern the
'qu~ntities me~sured in the tests (strains, deflections,
ulti~ate loads), the accuracy of determining equivalent
widths is much smaller than the experimental measuring
accuracy •. (2) As pointed out on i. 2 of the 34th Report,
the values of the yield points of different specimens
r,ut from the· same steel showed very considerable vari-
ations. Therefore, evaluations baeed on the yield point
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are adversely affected by this variation of mechanical
properties.
Despite these inevitable lLm1tations the ev8 1uation
of the results of these tests is of considerable value.
Previous investigations of the equivalent width were
---
--~.._-~._-, .._..'"--_._-_._ ...,---_.. _._'-------~----_.'- •.
----confined to the rang~ of bIt fro::l abOut 50 up to about
---------._._-~_..._-,----_._-_._--~---_.
200, The present investigation covers the range from
--------. ---_..... .----_-.- ... -...-..---.~ -_ ..~-" .....~..,._.-.~ ....." .............._,---
bIt = 14 to 56 and therefore fills in a gap in the low
.~---''''--
range. To be sure, exact values in this renge are not
as important as in the high range, since for such small
bIt the reduction of the actual to the equivalent width
is rather small and therefore the design moments of inertia
and section m0duli are not appreciably different from
those computed for the full Width.
II. DIMENSION OF BEAM SPECIMENS
The general shape of the cross-section of all beams
is shown on drawing No. 32}. Dimensions of individual
. types of beama (average of two speoinens) are given in
table 1 below.
Table I
Average Di~ensions of Specimens
Type t b'l b2 a l a 2 h
, 4 - 2 - 16 ' .0599 3·95 3.93 0.56 0.53 3.97
4-2 1/2-16 ~0603 a· ll 5.09 0.74 0.7e, 3.934-2 1/2-12 v ~1070 .97 4.91 0.75 0.74 3.94
4-2 1/2-10' v .1342 4.8~ l~. 92 0.72 0.71 3.96
8 - '3 - 15 ,j .0647 6.0 6.04- o.e,o 0.80 . 7.9f!>
6- ~ - 12 '- .1082 6.03 6.00 o.so 0.77 5.92
8 - - 15' .0664 8.03 8.05 O.g4 0.S3 7.99
6 - 3 - 9 J .• 1478 6.01 6.00 o.6e, 0.6S 5.9~g - 3 - 12 ~ ·.1091 5.98 6.02 o.so 0.75 7.9 .
8 - ~ - 9 v .1473 6.05 6.01 0.66 0.65 7.97
g - - 12 - .1109 7.95 S.Ol 0.7~ 0.77 7:.95
8 - 4 - 9, .1471 7.96 7.S~ 0.7 0.76 1.91
6 - 3 - 12- .0609 5.96 5.99 0.79 0.80 6.10
IG
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All beams were tested on a l38~1n. span with two equal
,..--:--- .
loads placed each at a distance of~ from the
...----:.:--- ~ --------_ ..- .._-.-
respective supportw.
III. EXPERIMENtAL DETERMINATION OF EgUIVALENT WIDTH
The equivalent widths of the top flanges were de-
------------------_.
termined from the strain measurements in the same manner
_----.-~_.._._. --......--~----_ .....-----_.......--.
as explained in the 3rd Summary Report on Beams, p.1+ •
.-~.-----------~_._--:--.---:-...-- --~--- .- -"._~ ..~.-..
Strain readings obtained at approximately 75% of the ul-
I
timate load were used for this purpose in order to stay
within the straight line portion of the stress-strain
curve. In the following table 2 the ratios of the
equivalent to the actual width obtained experimentally
are com~ared with those obtained from the design chart A
of the "Addendum to the 3rd SU11L."!lary Report on Beams and
2nd Summary Report on Studs", Sept. 1943. Table 2 contains
average values for the two beams tested of each type.
Table 2
Ratios R of Equivalent to Actual Width
Type




g - 3 - 15
6 - 3 - 12
g - 1+ - 15
6 - 3 - 9
g - 3 - 12
g 3 1+ - 9
g - 4 - 12
g - ~ - 9



























































P = Load at which strain observation was made
s = corresponding compression stress computed" from
reduced moment of inertia
Ract= ratio of equivalent to actual width as determined
from strain measurements
. Rdes= design ratio of equivalent to actual width as
determined from the ~uoted design chart A for
stress s.
From the last column in table 2 it is seen that the
agreement between computed and measured values is fairly
----,~~..........--_._--~------_.-.-.- ... #_..__.._----
good. The average ratio of Ract/Rd8S as computed from
this column is 1.05, with a deviation from the mean of
+ 11%, ~ 7%. All expetimenta1 valueS but bne are seen
,
to be on the cOnservative side, i.e. the experimental
equivalent widths exceed or are equal to the design
equivalent widths.
In judging the accuracy of these results, point
In f!1.'c·t~ t:--.'~ ~ e:)m~try o:f the ssction8 OIGft-ese beans
is such that a deviation of a fraction of one percent
~n the calibrsjion constants of the strain gages would
account for a -rery considerable change in Ractl1tdes,
up to 5% and more. Although the instruoents were cali-
brated as car~:ully a8 possible, an accuracy of a frac-
tion of a perct:nt cannot be guaranteed with the·type of
gage used,.
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Despite this inevitable limitation of the accuracy
of these test results it is belie~ed that the following
conclusions can be drav.n fro~ table 2:
(a) In dra~ing design chart A the point fnr which R := 1
----<--_........ ..-
was rather arbitrarily chosen at bit = 15, since no tests
in that low range were then available. Fro~ the test
results it is seen that for flanges with bit up to
• _.~~,. ~-",----__.'-"1:._.. . _"""'__ "__'~" .• '._ .... _.. ". . ....- " ".~'" .... ,~. --"<,~..-- .• ~..,..., ..... '......-
19.2 R = 1. Therefore the chosen limiting ratio bit := 15•
. is obvi0usly safe and conservative.
__ "'_'~"'-'_~'~.''''' ' ._ • t ..~••::-.(_..._""""... ."~'''.<' ''''''''''
·Jb) For flanges with bit larger than about 20,Ract was
--'-_.._--- - ~-....-_ _ _ _,..-'-"I._ .".."-.~,.._.- -...--...--
found to bescialler than 1 (one) as expected, i.e. a .
___._~ ""_""__"';_""'-<r"-_"'""",_A"'.- '....--- .... , ..........~ .".\..... - ... _.. "...
decrease in equivalent width was clearly established
e~erimentally. This decrease, however,: ~ all cases
.._-~._.-
but two (6-3-12 and g-4-9) was smaller than expected.
Since the amoun~ of deviation of the experimental from
the design values is irregular and always on the conser-
vative side, and the experimental accuracy is limited as
eAplained before, it is believed that the design chart
A should not be changed on the basis of these tests and
that it Can bE regarded as sufficiently confirmed in the
---------_.-.....--_._~-_._._---- .._.---._.~. -.
range of bit := 14 to 55 to be recom.'1lended for safe use.
It will be :recllled that this is the range which
heretofore had not been investigated experimentally.
IV. DEFLECTIO ~S
Table 3 b~low contains the measured deflections, the
deflections co~puted from the full, unr.educed moments
of inertia and the deflections computed from the moments
----,---.- ... , ..........-- ......-.-~ .-.0_....
of inertia determined from the equivalent widths•
.........._._~•• _ ••_.- ,~••-. -.- -- •• ""-'.'.-'. - ,P" _. ••• __ _ _ ~._ .'._" •••••-' -"
, ... " .,.
Table 3
_]Leas~~e~ and Computed Deflections
Beam', ,






6 - 3 - 12
g - 4 - 15
6 - 3 - 9
s - 3 - 12
a - 3 - 9
g - 4 - 12
~-4-9
6 - 3 - 16
p pt dact
ll0e 90() '.630



























p = load, i~ lb., at which d~flection was recorddd. This
load was chosen from the load deflection curves given
in preceding reports just below that ~oad at which
the curve begins to cutve off markedly from the
approximate straight line.
_ pi =load increment, i.e. P minus the initial load.
d t= measured deflection for load increment p'ac
dfull~ computed deflection for load increment pf de-
termined from the full, unreduced moment of inertia.
deflection for
d =~omputed load increment, pI determined from the momenteq , ' .
of inertia calculated from the equivalent width,
In computing dfull and deq the~~_~,~_~c~ionoo_9:~~.,,!~_
--------...,._...._...._~- ....."'"-
shear was added to that due to bending, the latter being
~..-.._ ~-...• _ ••~ .. _ 4 .. ~•.. ~~.~. 4_,",,'_"'~~'~"'" ':.' ..'M
-orily one usually considered. In these beams the deflec-
tion due to shear amounted to from 1% t'oJ3% of the total
------------------~...---,....-....--'...¥'>,_._...~_ .....-'......."..'-....-....._ .. -
the
\
deflection. This shows that for ordina~y design computa-
------tions of members of this type the shear deflection is
. ••--- --..---:;; ,,- .~ .,."__, ::.:r._ ,,,-.. "' ' •.'.'" ~" ..•. ~ ~••~;. """"~_"'" ' -,...,:; ._""_r~...-__~ _ ····'·.·· -_·~
ilegffgible(just as in most standard heavy" steel structures'-
_------.-...-- ,,~·~- "';-.~>O, ~ .. , ~ J- ~ •.-~~- ~ _, _ ~.,.._••. ."..•._: 'j "7.~."••. ~_,_._--:-~; .,."..•. ~,~ .. ,.,.,.
In computing deq the equivalent width was °determined o~o
~--~.-.~._--------~-,._...~"'~~',..- ......_......""""-....._..
frottl design chart A for the stress corresponding to P
rather than from the strain readings. This was done °
because from a practical point of view it is o£ primary
interest to ascertain whether the deflections a designer
would compute by means of-this chart do agree within
reasonable limits with the observed deflections.
From table 3 it is seen that, with one exception, all
--deflections computed ~n the basis of the full moment of
inertia are smaller than the observed ones. That is, the
..__ ...... _ ~_ .......... .... _ ,+< _""-'" -.~... ~r .. ,. __ ~, -'.,r>-~_ .... ,
...,....... ~.. ...... ".. ........ ".. --...-.. .... ---- -'-
use of the full, unreduced width results i.n design compu-
tations which err 0n the da~gerous side. Of the deflections
computed from the equivalent width three coincide exactly
___ " .... ~ .r-' ........ __ l·r-_~I...~~- - ••• ~ ~- .....-....~,.....
__ ~_ ~_ ,.-:._._ ~~.•... ~'~".r.' ., -~ ~ .".. • "-_ ¥ .~,-
with the observed ones, three are slightly ln~ger and
• r .-.,.- .,", -- _ .•'
o--·:ffi.e~re8fo-smaIier·~o "" In° ali cases"wh~re the computed deflectionl
a."re smaller than the observed ones, the difference is
smaller for deq than for dfull -
The average of dfull/dact is .924 with a deviation
.•. , ....... ~ ?"""'I- ....
.." ""_ --.- _ _ .,,.,._.- , ••• -+ •••• _.-.•• _....... -- ~ ••••••• ,
fro~ the mean of +g%, - l~, the average of deqidfUll
....._..,.~_..--'-- ..._"..,._.~-.-
1s .953 with a deviation from the mean of +g~, - 15~.
------- ~ ..---- -"..~_ ...
--Three types of beams showed particularly large irregUlari-
ties in forming, viz. 6-3-9, g-3-9, and g-~-9. In all
- g
these beams °Ghe two COmpOll€il t Chat1nE.J.s ,Vdrl; ~hift~d wi tIl
respect to one another, thus p:=od'...lcing :)eams which aze
unsymmetrical about the web. It is wel.i.. kr..own that
deflections are particularly sensitive ~ith regar1 to
deviations of the loading plane fro~ thJ principal pla~e
dlf the cross section, any slight :Juch ddviation producing
a marked increase in deflection if the two principal mom--
ents of inertia are greatly different from each other,
as they are in these beams. If, for this reason~ th6seO
beams are eliminated from the averages, the average value
of dfull/dact is .930 with a deviation ~rom the mean of
;t g%, -7%, the av_erage value of deq/dac'c is .96g wi th a
deviation of +6%, -le% from the mean. It is thus seeL
that, in the average, deflections computed from the equ~vw-
____-~1~_~~~ ~~-.;' .. ""·.,.,..I-~-.-.~~ ---....J--_...~.... .._ ................
.. lent width are about 39~ amaller than observed ones,
_______..,.__.....;Altl........-.-,-.......~~~~·,~'; ...,....,~-',.~ ..,,::;I'...... ·,.,....":~.-...,,--
whereas deflections determined from the full width are
about 7~too small. the±e seenS to be no conclusive
•__ .-'__...~ ...~,.,_.-...... ·.04.._ ••_ .... --
explanation for this 3%·' deviation, except th8.t the
regular~ty of shape of these specimens was not too good,
as noted in previous reports. This made exact londing
as well as exact co~~utation rather difficult.
One may conqlude, then, that for beams in this ra~ge
-
of bit the influence of the reduction of the equiyalent
width is not very--p~:O;;~~;d"; -~'b'~~-;-4%"-'i~'-~~~"-~;~;~g:)"
....:.- ...._ ..... '.,:, _. __...._" ~ .," _. ,'" __ ,_ '." ,........ _,_. ~ .. _._~. '. •. .. . . __ ," •.__ . ~ ,. __ . po.· .;-.' ,.
but that the agree~ent of computed with observed values
is decideB1y~better if the equivalent width fro~ design
chart A is u8e~.
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V. ·FAILURE MOMENTS
Table 4 below contai~s the observed bending moments
at the ultimate loads, the computed failure moments deter- .
mined on the basis of the full width, and the computed
failure moments determined on the basis of the equivalent
width.
Table 4





























































8 - 3 - 15
~
6 - 3 - 12
8 - 4 - 15
6 - 3 - 9
g - 3 - 12
g - 3 - 9
g - 4 - 12
S - 4 - 9
is - 3 - 16
In this table
Syp == lower yield point from tension .t-e-et-w._._. --..
Mact = ultimate moment from observed'ultimate load
Mfu11 ~ computed ultimate moment from full, unreduced
c~osS-Bection, i.e. Mfu1l == Syp x Sful1
Meq = computed ultimate moment determined from equivalent
width, i.e. Uec == Syp x Seq
--------,-'-,...., ,--
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The equivalent width for Seq 'Was determined fron design
chart A for a stress equal to Syp.
The analysis of the results given in table 4 should
give more accurate inforoation on the validity of the
equiv~lent width approach than tables 2 and 3 for the
following reasons: (a) Whereas tables 2 ?nd,.3 ~£l~ ~p~
... .
stresses corresponding to about 7570 of the ult.iuat.e.~ I 01 .'*'_....~'*t·..._·4'.'i"""_-.....~~)l.>.;·-::t..,I",...~~ ....<rt"'"· ....... -~ •.•
loads, table 4 rC!tfers to failure loads, that i8, essert-
de' 11l::lo81l~·""""."""'"
tially to yield point stresses. Since, for a given bIt
the equivalent width decreases with increasing stress,
the difference in behavior of the speci~ens co~puted for
full and for reduced width is bound to be larger in :t.able ..
4 than in tables 2 and 3~ (b) The section modulus and
with it the ultioate Doment is ~ore sensitive to a change
in equivc.lent width than the mbment of inertia e.nd the
corresponrling deflectio):J.. On the other hand; factors ad-
versely affecting the accuracy of table 4 are (a) the
irregularities in shape of the speciDens noted before
'and (b) the rather lc;.rge variations ,in yield pO,int for
a given steel ~entioned in the 34th Report.
In order to visualize the influence o~ the equivalEnt
width on the ulti~ate moment, the ratios given in the last
_two columns of table 4 will bl:: averaged separately for
the low range of bIt, up to 30,. and for the higher rang~,
---------_.~~--_._-_._~_... _._ .•~ ~._. -'" . ."- .. ¥-.'-'--- _.,_.- - -.- ..••... ~ ---_._-_.---- --.., .......- ....-._..,.. ......
fJrom 30 to 5§,. In the low r~ange the difference between
....-. a_ ~ --- _- _.__ _._~ ._. -,- - ._._ ,"".~ __ .••.. r... _.,-~ -- .- ---.. -_. . -- ._-
equivalent and actual width, according to chart A, is
comparatively insignificant, whereas in the higher range
------_.- ---~ -_.._--_ .._~ _- -.. ,
it is considerable.
.,. - - ,0 • __ '" ... , •••• _ "'_ "'_"_"~~""""••• O'
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The average ratio Mfull/Uact in the low' range 1s
..
•948 with a deviation from the menn of +5%, - 8%. For
the high range the average ratio is 1.091 with a
deviation of ~ll%, g~?o. The average ratio of Meq/Mact
for the low range is ~927with a.deviation from the mean
of +7%, -6%,.for the high range .967 with a deviation
of ~ll%, -5%.
A comparison of the first two of these average
ratios, for unreduced sections, shows clearly the in-
fluence of the equivalent width. In the low range,
where the eqUivalent and the actual widths are not
significantly different, the ulti~ate moment computed
-'-'~.'''----'--_._---.-.....-
from the full section is in the average about 5% smaller
than the observed ones. For the high range ho~ever,
"-- .,_ ..-....--------_......._..._-..,;;,
where the influence of the equivale~t ~idth is much
more significant, computed ultimate moments are in the
average about Q.% above the observed ones wi th a muximum.
----_.- ..._..._.._------
discrepancy" on the dangerous side, of about 20% in two
A comparison of the average ratios for reduced
cross ~ections shows that in both ranges the computed
....-......__.........-.- -~, -
ultimate moments are slightly s~aller thun the observed
_.,--- ..----.-...... ..-f.v-···-·-··--H---··-------·----··~···~- .. - _ -- _.- -. -"-" -_.
ones, about 3% .and 7% respectively, and the ma;imum .
~__.. ...~ ..."_'~' "- ,,""".' " '~~"''''-~'--'''"''_'<'''''~~ '~'V'''_'''_ ...~ ........_ ..............'4_,..............__.................--.--
deviation on the unsafe side, in but one case, is ~%l
The fact that the average ratios co~utcd from the redueed
_-.------.........~._--------.... ..........- ......... .- ... --'".,.. '-r ....... _'.>.,"'.~.,' .. __ .• ,.~.,__- r,' •.. ~,:·r~.......... ·' ... ·,' ." '- ..•,-...-.~.' •... ~ ....... - •.• ,~, .'
-S;;Uons, are slightly below l(one) is easily explained
... ,." .. _..,.,_.....-
-_..._-------_..... ' .. '......~.'-"" .. ~ .... ~ --- _...-._.~....:--._ ....
by the well established fact that steel beams do not
._ --- .,..~.-._-.--••_.--.. ~ w __• '.o~. •... • _... '-,'.' co,.·.' "..-, '~" .. _-"- .. "~.• ~ ,..~ ~'''''''''-
fail when the outermost fibers reach yield point stress,
,......... "'·.·...... _ .... PV_J... _ •••• ,. '" , ••• _
but continue to carry increasing loads until yielding
........ ~....... "~""'~""'"",' -I::'" ~~...... "",.--, ......
... ..,..,..,.,.' _ ...--••..,." r-_"'_ ._~t .. ~
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spreads at leest over a significant part of the section.
(See Volterra: J. Inst. eiv. Eng. (London)" Mar. 1943,
Winter: ibid., Oct. 1943 and Winter: Trans. A.S.C.E.vol. 105
pp. 673-679. Also Timoshenko: Strength of Uaterials and
our Summary Reports on Roof Decks). The fact that the
full strength computed by the method explained in these
references and used in evaluating the roof deck tests
____~-----------.....-,;...,-.----..- ../-.-~.- ...--.-~.....' _~__~_;__ .r...
w~reached in these tests is due to the following:
------------~_...~-~'''P.Theoretical full strength is obtained when yielding spreads
over the entire section. This can happen, however, only
.--.......,,-_ ... ,-------.-~ ..... -- .... ~
i~the-s~ctions remain stable up to that load. This was
--- ----------~._- ._...--- -~_._~-_.•.. "-- .._._- --- ._... ~.._- -~--..
the Case in roof decks where ribs provided full support
for the fltpn,ges up to failure. In the present tests,
once the etttire area of the compression lips begins to
yield, the lip fails (by y1e*d*ng, not by elastic buckling)
and thereforB no longer affords support to the compression
..--.-----~--~_.._~---. "<" --.••_ •• - .-' -. ---_." _.--~- ••••.• "". ~
flunges, with consequent failure of the entire beam.
For this reason no use should be mude of any excess
__---------- -.........._~_......._#"_.~ ...... ~~_._._ -_'... '''''.r'"~' •._ •.•'- ••~ •.-.,._.,
strength beyond Meq of table 4 for sections with
---.------.•- •• _"'.,. - •••••••..• ~~ " ~<.,~ "--, - , ..- .• " -...... • .•~,--_..--~' ._-._. --_._..~-~--
stiffening lips, since the full, theoretical yield point
.---.----_... ,-_............-.•••..•• ., ...• "~ ••.• -.-.._'"'••----- _.__.~-""'_....--,..- ~ •.•. - •••••~ •.,. ••".< - ." ••
strength can never be developed in such sections. Thus,
table 4 represent a very satisfactory verification of
~ ....._..- ,._~
the equivalent width approach and the corresponding design
- 13 -
chart A with regard to the most important phase of design
practically, namel~~i'that of determining the strength
of the mernbers_
VI. ADEQUACY OF LIPS
The lips for the specimens of this series were
designed according to the requirements of the Tentative
Specificatio~s. In no case was there any sign that
premature failure was caused by breakdown of the lip.
~ ...~.c.",.-_'-'" '~""".-~".- _'·....... k __--_.-._---,~..,._.,•..,~--_ ..'-_..-_.- "" , ,' ..- ..
On the contrary, the results, particularly of table 4,
indicate that in all Cases the compression flanges
-------_........... ~"--~ ..._-'"---~-----
reached the full maximum strength of doubly supported
"'k~_r_--''''-'-'''·--------'_'''''''''.''~''''_'''.'''_~'''''__ -''~'"''''''' __'~'''',_", ..-... ",~."".-'.:'''!;''''._.'-' .~'-.. """'''' ,.,....~;.-.- -- ....
~~_~~~: .,.s.~.~~.~~-=-.~~~...~:.~~e.~.~ ..s_ therefore, al_~~~,~~~._~.o_ , . 1/ ':;')
"-systematic investigation of lip dimensions has yet been L./
undertaken, the present test, within their range of
dimenSions, confirm the safety of the quoted design
requirements.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
(1) This investigations cove~B the low range of olt of
compression. flanges, from 14 to 56, and thereby supplements
...-... ~.~ .........
...........--~ .....'- ••.••_._,,_ "" ._...... ,"," "r~ ·v· .• '............ _ .•• _ •.•_ ...... _ >"<;C. 'r - ..
previous investigations whicr1 were concerned with the range
of bit from 50 up to about 200.
(2) An analysis of the observed ultimate loads reveals
verY'~atisfactory agreement with ultimate loads predicted
M .'__ -'" -.- ••.·,.... ,;,.. "·.1·-..-_.·.·, f., ~.""""-- ...:.., ~, .. , ~,. - .
by means of the proposed equivalent width approach, whereas
... '. -
predicted ultimate loads computed from the fUll, unreduced
cross sections erred considerably on the unsafe side.
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(3) Agreement with observed deflections WaS better for
deflections computed from the equi~alent width th~~
, --------, .,...- ~'-- - ,;..II'>It.~~---~"' ..,a -." -.".--.r..(-..- ~ """'~ ~~'-'-J_ -,"-:--- }_....,."._ _ ,~-'~' , ~~ : .....
when computed from the full, unreduced width~ although
the difference between the two approaches with regard
to deflections, as expected, was not as pronounced a~
with regard to ultimate loads.
(4) Equivalent widths determined directly from strain
readings were generally somewhat larger than predicted
from design chart A. However, because of the inevitably
unsatisfactory experi~ental accuracy of this part of the
investigation the ably conclusio~ to be drawn i8 that thE
assumed value of bit' = 15 for R = 1 on design chart A
.t·,····'·,,··· .
appears to be justified experimentally as a conservative
..- .•..-:" ~ >. <' "'.~". ..~ ..,.- ,-, -- ·_"'.,.....,.....··'-<,..,·~"-.'.. r" ···.-:_.. r •....
? e'T;a:" point of all the curves.
(5) On the basi" of tho'se conclusions it'~:Ls-:beif~vcd
that the information in design chart A in the low range
of bit (not"hitherto investigated' experimentally) can
be recommended for practical use without change.
(6) Lips were designed according to the Tentative Spe-
cifications and proved wholly satisfactory. This does
not represent, however, a systematic experimental
','_'_ ~., .•• r"' '~.•. -i" ~.,,~ ," ._ •••• _ ~ __._-~••• ~ ••• _- ''-.-, _' _-..~~"'•••• '~- ,.~ Or _'~'__ ."'_"'-'
confirmation of these design requirements over the
._ •• __ ; .1-- !' .", ... ,~~... ~,.-. "'-" ~ ....';.".
entire allowed range of lip dimensions.
~ - ,". -
\,. • ; ~. .. p
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